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Abstract

Neural Machine Translation systems built on
top of Transformer-based architectures are rou-
tinely improving the state-of-the-art in transla-
tion quality according to word-overlap metrics.
However, a growing number of studies also
highlight the inherent gender bias that these
models incorporate during training, which re-
flects poorly in their translations. In this work,
we investigate whether these models can be in-
structed to fix their bias during inference using
targeted, guided instructions as contexts. By
translating relevant contextual sentences dur-
ing inference along with the input, we observe
large improvements in reducing the gender bias
in translations, across three popular test suites
(WinoMT, BUG, SimpleGen). We further pro-
pose a novel metric to assess several large pre-
trained models (OPUS-MT, M2M-100) on their
sensitivity towards using contexts during trans-
lation to correct their biases. Our approach
requires no fine-tuning and thus can be used
easily in production systems to de-bias trans-
lations from stereotypical gender-occupation
bias 1. We hope our method, along with our
metric, can be used to build better, bias-free
translation systems.

1 Introduction

Despite the ongoing success of large pre-trained
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) based models in
Neural Machine Translation (NMT), these systems
are immensely prone to various forms of gender bi-
ases in their learned representations. Recent work
(Stanovsky et al., 2019; Prates et al., 2020) has
found out that a specific kind of gender bias exists

1Our evaluation data and code are publicly available at
https://github.com/manandey/bias_machine_translation

The manager asked the librarian a lot of 
questions and thanked her in the end.

Der Manager fragte den Bibliotheker 
viele Fragen und dankte ihr am Ende. 

There is a female librarian in the next 
phrase, and she is a nice individual. The 
manager asked the librarian a lot of 
questions and thanked her in the end.

Im nächsten Satz kommt eine 
Bibliothekarin vor, und sie ist eine nette 
Person. Der Manager fragte 
Bibliothekarin viele Fragen und dankte 
ihr am Ende.

There is a {m-f/n} 
{occupation} in the next 
phrase, and {m/f-pos-
prn} is a nice individual. 

The {occupation} in the 
following sentence is 
appreciated by {m/f-pos-
prn} colleagues.


The {occupation} in the 
following sentence is 
excellent at {m/f-pos-
prn} job.

T

Morphological Tagger
👩

👨🦰

👩

👩

(librarian, female)

Figure 1: An example of our de-biasing pipeline, using
OPUS-MT (Tiedemann and Thottingal, 2020) model
on English to German translation on a sample drawn
from WinoMT (Stanovsky et al., 2019) dataset. We
correct the bias during inference by providing additional
relevant context (built using our template bank T ) to the
input, which we remove after the translation.

in the translation of NMT models. Specifically, sen-
tences containing stereotypical occupations2 which
are typically gender-unbalanced in the training data
are translated per their respective stereotypes (e.g.,
nurse tends to be associated to female pronouns)
intact in the output (Figure 1). It is, therefore, im-
perative to study effective de-biasing techniques
to instruct a translation model to output unbiased
translations.

De-biasing biased gender associations have been
thoroughly investigated in the light of static word
embeddings (Bolukbasi et al.; Zhao et al., 2018a;
Elazar and Goldberg, 2018). Relatively fewer

2Occupations obtained from the US Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, http://bls.gov/cps/cpsaat11.htm
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works exist in de-biasing on contextual word em-
beddings (such as Transformer-based models). The
prevalent approach is to fine-tune a pre-trained
contextualized embedding while balancing gender-
specific associations (Zhao et al., 2019), or by
fine-tuning the word embeddings of the pre-trained
model itself (Kaneko and Bollegala, 2021). How-
ever, in the case of NMT, fine-tuning is expensive
as it requires massive parallel corpora, and to this
date, we do not have a massive, gender-balanced
parallel corpora to begin with.

Thus, in this work, we investigate whether con-
text can be leveraged as a way to improve the bias
of a translation system. NMT systems have been
reported to be highly sensitive to input sentences
(Fadaee and Monz, 2020; Dankers et al., 2022). In
this work, we aim to use it to our advantage to de-
bias a model. Instead of fine-tuning a translation
model, we embark on improving the generation by
allowing the model to focus on contextual infor-
mation during inference. Concretely, we expose
the model to unambiguous context alongside to
the input to translate, containing the unbiased gen-
der association of the entity in the input3. Specif-
ically, we do not modify the input: instead we
either prepend or append the context to the input as
a separate sentence, separated by delimiters (Fig-
ure 1). We observe that using this context, state-of-
the-art translation models are able to reduce their
gender association biases for occupations consider-
ably in the output translation, purely during infer-
ence. This improvement varies according to model,
language-pair and occupations.

Concretely, in this work we systematically study
the effect of contexts in the source language (En-
glish) affecting the occupation gender-bias in the
target translation (German, French, and Span-
ish) using two popular state-of-the-art NMT mod-
els: M2M-100 (Fan et al., 2021) and OPUS-MT
(Tiedemann and Thottingal, 2020), in three pub-
licly available occupation-gender bias datasets:
WinoMT (Stanovsky et al., 2019), BUG (Levy
et al., 2021) and SimpleGen (Renduchintala and
Williams, 2022). We find that both models can
be de-biased significantly by adding unambiguous,
relevant contexts, with the largest improvement
being that of M2M-100, which exhibits higher sen-
sitivity towards additional contexts. Our proposed

3Unlike Fadaee and Monz (2020), we do not modify the
source sentence in itself, instead we append or prepend extra
contextual information, which can also be compared to tuning-
free prompt mining setup in the literature (Liu et al., 2021).

method thus introduces a simple and effective way
to de-bias translations during inference.

2 Approach

To mitigate gender-stereotyped bias for occupa-
tions in NMT, we consider the approach of adding
a context to the input, as a separate sentence ei-
ther prepended or appended with the original input
sentence. This context is generated using hand-
crafted templates, which contain unambiguous sig-
nals about the gender of the profession in the source
sentence. In particular, we investigate the capabil-
ity of NMT models to extract signals from these
contexts and mitigate gender bias in the translation
during inference. Our approach can also be thought
of as an in-context learning scheme, as popularized
by Brown et al. (2020).

2.1 Template construction and usage

We start with a parallel corpora D consisting of
sentence pairs (X,Y ), where each source sentence
X contains a target entity of gender male or female4

and associated with an occupation. X also contain
gender-specific pronoun(s) to indicate the gender
of the target entity. Y denotes the gold translation
of X . We use a pre-trained translation model to
translate X to Ŷ . This translation permeates the
stereotypical bias of the target entity in the source,
which we aim to fix in this work, by providing a
context during translation.

To construct unambiguous contexts, we carefully
create templates t, which can be used to generate
a contextual sentence, c. This context provides
enough signal unambiguously to convey the cor-
rect gender of the target entity in X (Figure 1). For
example, given a context template t = “The {oc-
cupation} in the next sentence identifies {male or
female self-reference pronoun} using the pronouns
{male or female subject pronoun}/{male or female
object pronoun}”, and given an occupation gender
pair (nurse, male), we construct the following
context c: “The nurse in the next sentence identifies
himself using the pronouns he/him.”

Thus, given the input sentence X , we prepend
or append the context c to construct a new input for
translation, Xc = [c∥X] or Xc = [X∥c], where ∥

4We acknowledge that a limitation of this work is that we
do not consider the non-binary genders, and we leave it for
potential future work to explore the context sensitivity of non-
binary genders in language. We also hope our work will lead
to new ideas and better methods for mitigating biases about
non-binary and transgender people in the future.
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is the delimiter which separates the two sentences.
We translate this sentence Xc to a target language
L using the pre-trained translation model to output
the translation Ŷc. To extract the intended transla-
tion, we drop the translated context by splitting the
output using the delimiter ∥, to get Ŷ ̸c, which is the
translation of Xc after removing c.

2.2 Choosing a template
Using our template construction strategy, we create
T unique templates which could be applied to a
given input sentence. We use a greedy strategy to
choose a template to apply for a given sentence
X . Following the formulation of Stanovsky et al.
(2019), we first use a heuristic morphological tag-
ger to extract the gender of the target entity from the
source (gX ) and from the translation (gŶ ). We use
Stanza (Qi et al., 2020) as the morphological tag-
ger and AWeSOME aligner (Dou and Neubig, 2021)
to align the source and target entities. gX ̸= gŶ
indicates the presence of stereotypical bias 5. In
those sentences, we iteratively search for a relevant
context c,∀t ∈ T such that gX = gŶ ̸c

. We stop this
search once we exhaust our set of templates in T .

2.3 Experiment Details
Models: For our experiments, we consider using
the two most commonly used open-source multi-
lingual translation models, M2M-100 and OPUS-
MT, for evaluation. M2M-100 (Fan et al., 2021)
which is a many-to-many multilingual encoder-
decoder translation model that can translate di-
rectly between any pair of 100 languages, based
on the Transformer(Vaswani et al., 2017) architec-
ture. We use the 418 Million parameters version of
the model. OPUS-MT (Tiedemann and Thottingal,
2020) is a collection of bilingual and multilingual
models based on the standard 6-layer 8-head Trans-
former architecture. We use HuggingFace (Wolf
et al., 2020) model hub to load and run inference
for both of the above models.
Languages & Datasets: We perform our exper-
iments using translations from English to three
target languages: German, French and Spanish.
We chose these three languages as they are well-
supported by Stanza for performing morphological
analysis, while also being supported by the NMT
models we consider above. For each of these lan-
guages, we carry the evaluation on three datasets,

5Note, we do not use the ground truth annotation gY to
decide this, as it is unavailable during testing. Our method
relies on the accuracy of the heuristic morphological tagger.

WinoMT (Stanovsky et al., 2019), BUG (Levy
et al., 2021) and SimpleGen (Renduchintala and
Williams, 2022).
Generating templates: We construct |T | = 87
unique templates6 with varying linguistic proper-
ties. For each model and language-pair, we prune a
subset of templates that evoke stereotypical gender
biases in their translations. We then apply these
templates to the input sentences in the dataset and
translate the combined sentence. We observe that
the choice of delimiter used to combine the input
sentence with the context has a significant effect on
the actual translation quality of the input sentence.
In our primary experiments, we choose hash(#)
as our delimiter since it provides a substantial im-
provement in the bias while also ensuring minimal
change in translation quality. We discuss more
about the choice and impact of delimiters in §3.3.
Evaluation. To compute the gender translation
accuracy, we extract the predicted gender from
the translation, gŶ , using the morphological tagger.
Then, we measure if this predicted gender gŶ is
the same as that of an annotated, gold truth gender
gY for the same entity. We use BLEU scores to
evaluate the translation of the combined sentence
Xc using the same setup, which contains the source
sentence X and a context c. In this case, post
translation, we drop the translated output of c and
evaluate Y̸c using the same method as described
above.

3 Results & Analysis

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments
and analysis to understand the viability of correct-
ing gender bias in translation by using contexts.

3.1 Does addition of templates allow the
model to correct its bias?

Setup. Concretely, we want the model to generate
the appropriate gender-specific pronouns for the oc-
cupations in the translation Y according to the gen-
der gX in the input sentence X . We first apply our
greedy template selection strategy to the WinoMT,
BUG and SimpleGen datasets, using OPUS-MT
and M2M-100 models. We compute the greedy
search accuracy AC .
Results. We find that by the application of greedy
strategy (§2.2), the accuracy AC is significantly
high (Table 1), with the highest performance im-
provement in BUG dataset (87.36% for M2M-100

6Table 12 in the Appendix contains a full list of templates.
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Without Context With Context
Dataset Model Target Language A(%) AC(%) Aall (%) CSS CU CL

German (de) 60.57 (8.64) 82.13 62.09 (9.81) 0.27 (0.38) 54.60 10.64
French (fr) 57.70 (12.20) 73.64 59.88 (13.67) 0.34 (0.43) 37.60 3.80OPUS-MT

Spanish (es) 60.10 (10.18) 76.79 58.97 (8.64) 0.31 (0.41) 41.80 9.96
German (de) 58.71 (10.82) 80.65 58.25 (10.86) 0.25 (0.35) 53.13 6.30
French (fr) 49.43 (19.09) 76.83 54.03 (7.42) 0.37 (0.44) 54.18 17.40

WinoMT

M2M-100
Spanish (es) 56.56 (10.23) 85.35 59.25 (11.69) 0.35 (0.41) 66.27 18.45
German (de) 70.72 (17.08) 85.60 66.91 (16.09) 0.20 (0.30) 51.43 8.40
French (fr) 55.96 (19.27) 75.90 61.34 (16.91) 0.22 (0.35) 45.70 11.00OPUS-MT

Spanish (es) 74.85 (21.64) 86.74 75.50 (18.31) 0.16 (0.29) 47.72 7.20
German (de) 58.13 (10.97) 87.36 67.09 (15.20) 0.39 (0.42) 70.39 25.95
French (fr) 48.08 (16.89) 78.84 57.92 (20.22) 0.40 (0.43) 59.76 22.27

BUG

M2M-100
Spanish (es) 63.19(17.10) 82.25 72.34(19.75) 0.32(0.40) 61.11 18.18
German (de) 58.03 (15.52) 83.37 59.95 (15.57) 0.33 (0.40) 60.37 6.70
French (fr) 57.28 (12.04) 83.29 62.70 (12.37) 0.29 (0.39) 60.89 16.90OPUS-MT

Spanish (es) 67.34 (9.70) 86.48 70.65 (11.41) 0.21 (0.34) 58.62 8.30
German (de) 54.05 (5.72) 79.84 56.10 (8.13) 0.29 (0.39) 56.12 10.00
French (fr) 53.34 (9.80) 81.45 60.00 (8.45) 0.33 (0.41) 60.25 13.75

SimpleGen

M2M-100
Spanish (es) 59.75 (7.76) 87.42 64.22 (11.49) 0.23 (0.32) 68.75 5.20

Table 1: Full results containing per dataset, per model and per language pairs. In “Without Context", A reflects
the accuracy of correct gender associations in the translation. In “With Context", AC is the accuracy of the overall
dataset using the greedy approach. Aall reflects the average accuracy of correct gender associations for all templates
applied on all sentences. The values in ’green’ represent the highest accuracy score obtained by a language-model
pair and the values in bold represent the values where average accuracy improved after applying all templates to the
sentences. CSS represents the CSS Score (§3.4). The values in bracket represent the standard deviation for the
corresponding metric. CU and CL represents respectively the percentage of the biased sentences where at least one
template / all templates yields the correct prediction of the gender association.

(German) compared with baseline 58.13%). This
is a promising result, as even accounting for mor-
phological and heuristic gender detection approxi-
mation, it is possible to effectively de-bias a gender
stereotype of a profession in translation by adding
extra context.
Takeaway. For most sentences, there exists at least
one template which is able to correct the bias.

3.2 Is the non-greedy strategy also an effective
method to reduce translation bias?

Setup. Since the greedy strategy stops the search
once it finds a working template, we also investi-
gate a non-greedy strategy. Specifically, we naively
apply all T templates to all data points in D, and
compute an average accuracy over D × T . We
denote this as the average accuracy, Aall.
Results. We also observe a marked improve-
ment over averaged accuracy (Aall) across most
language-model pairs (Table 1) when we apply
all templates from T , without using our greedy
template selection strategy. While we see slight
performance dips in WinoMT, the least improve-
ment is for BUG dataset using OPUS-MT model
for German, where we see a significant decrease in

performance after adding contexts. However, with
M2M model, we observe the highest improvement
in the same dataset across all languages. This result
is possibly due to OPUS-MT German model being
significantly worse in raw translation quality, as we
observe in Table 2.

Unsurprisingly, we observe consistent improve-
ment in SimpleGen dataset across all language-
model pairs. Since the SimpleGen dataset is con-
structed from artificially generated data, it is effec-
tively the least ambiguous among the three datasets
(Renduchintala and Williams, 2022), hence en-
abling the models to fully exploit the additional
context.
Takeaway. On average, contexts correct the bias
of translations across different datasets, language
pairs and models.

3.3 Does the context impact the translation
quality?

Setup. An important consideration for any de-
biasing measure is to ensure the overall translation
quality does not get impacted as an unwanted side
effect. In our approach, we observed the choice of
delimiter used during the addition of contexts has
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Target Language OPUS-MT M2M-100

German(de)

original 45 original 25
hash (#) 45 hash (#) 25
period (.) 44 period (.) 23
colon (:) 42 colon (:) 24

semicolon (;) 44 semicolon (;) 24

French(fr)

original 56 original 37
hash (#) 54 hash (#) 38
period (.) 52 period (.) 32
colon (:) 53 colon (:) 35

semicolon (;) 53 semicolon (;) 35

Spanish(es)

original 62 original 42
hash (#) 62 hash (#) 42
period (.) 53 period (.) 34
colon (:) 61 colon (:) 40

semicolon (;) 61 semicolon (;) 39

Table 2: BLEU Scores of translations for each delimiter

an impact on the translation quality. This was a crit-
ical deciding factor in choosing the right delimiter
for our de-biasing approach, to ensure negligible
impact on the translation quality while balancing
for the precision in de-biasing.

For each of the language pairs, we draw a paral-
lel corpus from Tatoeba7 and draw 300 sentences
from this dataset such that they contain the oc-
cupations used in the WinoMT dataset. We then
translate these sentences after applying the top 50
contexts per sentence for each occupation and cal-
culate the BLEU score after removing the contexts.
We conduct our experiments testing the following
delimiters: hash (#), period (.), colon (:) and semi-
colon (;).
Results. We observe that when hash (#) is used as
a delimiter, the translation quality of the input sen-
tence does not change compared to its translation
without context (Table 2). However, the translation
quality degrades when period, colon and semicolon
are used as delimiters. This is due to the fact that
the delimiters period, and semicolon also naturally
occur in the training corpora, leading to their pres-
ence within the output translation, making it hard
for our post-processing pipeline to ascertain the ex-
act boundary between the context and the sentence.

Thus, while we observe the best de-biasing per-
formance by the use of the delimiter colon (:) (Ta-
ble 3), we recommend using hash (#) as it provides
competitive de-biasing performance while main-
taining the best translation quality.
Takeaway. The choice of delimiter governs the
translation quality of the input sentence. Using
hash(#) as the delimiter provides the best trade-off

7https://tatoeba.org/en/downloads.

Target Language Delimiter
OPUS-MT M2M-100
Aall (%) Aall (%)

German(de)
colon (:) 65.37 62.51

semi-colon (;) 64.00 62.04
hash (#) 62.09 58.25
period (.) 61.39 59.73

French(fr)
colon (:) 58.97 58.46

semi-colon (;) 58.26 58.53
hash (#) 59.88 54.03
period (.) 56.49 57.25

Spanish(es)
colon (:) 63.38 67.92

semi-colon (;) 63.98 66.73
hash (#) 58.97 59.25
period (.) 60.45 59.40

Table 3: Results for different delimiters per model and
per language pairs for the WinoMT dataset. Aall (%)
reflects the average accuracy of correct gender associa-
tions for all templates applied to all sentences.

between translation quality and removal of bias.

3.4 Are certain NMT models more sensitive
towards contexts?

Setup. In our preliminary experiments we observe
that certain sentences are more sensitive to the ad-
dition of contexts than others. NMT systems re-
portedly are highly sensitive to modifications and
perturbations in the input (Fadaee and Monz, 2020;
Dankers et al., 2022). Thus, in this study, we aim
to quantify the sensitivity of the translation model
towards contexts. Concretely, we evaluate the sen-
sitivity of a source sentence X towards both rel-
evant and counterfactual contexts - i.e. applying
T unique templates with both male and female
gender signals, irrespective of the gender of the
entity in the source sentence (gX ). Our objective
is to observe if providing any context triggers the
model to change the gender association of the en-
tity in the translation, i.e., how sensitive the model
(gŶ ̸= gŶ̸t

, t ∈ T ) is. Thus, we define a context-
sensitivity score (CSS) for sentences X in dataset
D as the percentage of instances where the model
changed the target entity gender association on the
application of context.

CSSX =
1

|D|
∑

X∈D

∑T
t=1 I(gŶ ̸= gŶ̸t

)
X,Xc

M−→Ŷ ,Ŷ ̸t

2|T |

where, |T | is the total number of templates, used
twice for male and female genders. We compute
the CSS score for each language-model pair, and
based on empirical evidence we categorize sen-
tences into three distinct bins: no-change for CSS
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(a) OPUS-MT (b) M2M-100

Figure 2: Distribution of sentences on the basis of sensitivity to the contexts for OPUS-MT and M2M-100 model.
We define three bins: no change (CSS score is 0), less sensitive (CSS Score <= 0.5) and more sensitive (CSS Score >
0.5) on addition of contexts.

score = 0, less sensitive, for CSS <= 0.5; and more
sensitive, for CSS > 0.5.
Results. Figure 2 shows the frequency distribu-
tion of the sentences according to sensitivity range
for each model and dataset. We observe M2M-
100 model exhibiting higher sensitivity towards
the addition of contexts. However, M2M-100 was
also the most biased model before the application
of contexts (Table 1). This result highlights that
the many-to-many pre-training method (as used
by M2M-100) is sensitive towards the change in
input, which can be leveraged to develop a better,
unbiased translation system using our method.
Takeaway. M2M-100 model proves to be more
sensitive to contexts than OPUS-MT.

3.5 Does the NMT models understand the
semantics of the context?

Setup. While we observe marked improvements
after adding contexts to the input, it is important to
understand whether the semantics of the contexts
matter for the model. We thus construct irrele-
vant contexts containing no information about the
gender of the target occupation, but having similar
syntactic markup as T 8. We then compute the aver-
age accuracy after the application of these contexts
using the evaluation approach mentioned in §3.2.
Results. We observe that adding gender-irrelevant
contexts results do result in a significant decrease
in accuracy (Table 4). These results indicate that
the contexts containing gender-relevant informa-
tion are indeed useful for the model to de-bias the
stereotypical occupation bias in translation, and ir-
relevant contexts hurt the performance by making
the sentence more ambiguous for the NMT model.

8We provide the full list of irrelevant contexts in Appendix,
Table 11

Target Language Model A(%) Aall (%) Aall_gi (%)

German(de)
OPUS-MT

58.03 59.95 53.27
French(fr) 57.28 62.70 57.44

Spanish(es) 67.34 70.65 62.74
German(de)

M2M-100
54.05 56.10 53.09

French(fr) 53.34 60.00 55.23
Spanish(es) 59.75 64.22 58.05

Table 4: Results from adding gender irrelevant contexts
to SimpleGen dataset. A represents the original accu-
racy of the dataset for the language model pairs. Aall is
the average accuracy when correct contexts (with gen-
der signals) are added, whereas Aall_gi represents the
accuracy when gender-irrelevant contexts are added to
the dataset.

Takeaway. Both OPUS-MT and M2M-100 under-
stand the meaning of the contexts.

3.6 Does the de-biasing accuracy vary with
gender?

Dimension Gender A(%) Aall (%) δ(%)

Strong Stereotypes
Female 62.66 63.35 0.69
Male 56.76 59.98 3.22

Weak Stereotypes
Female 43.26 47.76 4.50
Male 77.81 76.45 -1.36

Table 5: Comparision between male and female on gen-
der on the basis of degree of stereotypes. A represents
the aggregated accuracy of the original dataset without
adding context. Aall is the aggregated accuracy with
context added and δ represents the improvement in the
accuracy after adding relevant contexts.

Setup. In this section, we critically analyze the
difference in the accuracy among different gender-
stereotypical occupations before and after adding
contexts. We hypothesize that the degree of stereo-
type of the occupation is an important factor to
consider while applying a de-biasing technique, as
certain occupations can be more challenging for a
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Figure 3: Variation in performance of the accuracy when using greedy strategy with increasing template space
evaluated over WinoMT dataset. Baseline values represent the accuracy on the base dataset (with no context).

model to reduce its bias. For example, the sentence
“That nurse is a funny man.” is much harder to de-
bias compared to the sentence “That teacher is a
funny man.”, as the societal stereotype of (nurse,
female) is more prevalent in the data distribution.
Thus, we perform the comparison among the de-
gree of stereotypes in the occupations. We clas-
sify certain occupations which conform strongly
to societal stereotypes using the WinoMT dataset
(Stanovsky et al., 2019) and the US Current Pop-
ulation Survey (CPS). The remaining occupations
are deemed as “weakly stereotyped”. We compare
the performance of our approach on these two bins.

Results. From our analysis (Table 5), we first ob-
serve that before the addition of the context, the
gender-association accuracy is better for strong fe-
male stereotypes than male stereotypes. However,
post application of contexts, we observe larger
improvement in male stereotypical occupations
(δ = 3.22) compared to their female counterparts
(δ = 0.69). The trend is opposite in case of weakly-
stereotypical occupations. In fact, the gender asso-
ciation of male entities suffer post-addition of con-
texts, while female weakly-stereotypical entities
are more correctly annotated (δ = 4.50). Our re-
sults indicate that in the case of strong stereotypes,
female occupations are much harder to de-bias, ow-
ing to their higher prevalence in the data used to
train NMT models.

Takeaway. Sentences having strongly stereotyped
male-centric gender bias can be corrected more
effectively by using contexts than their female coun-
terparts.

3.7 What factors determine an effective
template?

Setup. We perform an empirical analysis to under-
stand which factors determine the effectiveness of
a template for correcting the gender bias in a sen-
tence containing stereotypical occupation bias. To
have a diverse set of contexts, we vary the templates
with respect to the length of tokens, the number of
gender signals (whether the gender is referred to by
one or more nouns/pronouns) and the minimum dis-
tance of a gender signal from the target profession
(i.e, how close the occupation word and the gender
signal word(s) are in terms of token distance) 9.

We compare the following properties of the tem-
plates: length of tokens (l), number of tokens with
gender connotations (s) and the minimum distance
from gender connotations from the token contain-
ing the target profession (d). For example, the
context template “The {occupation} in the next
sentence identifies {m/f-ref-prn} using the pro-
nouns {m/f-sbj-prn}/{m/f-obj-prn}” has the fea-
tures s = 2, d = 3 and l = 11.
Results. As can be observed in Table 6, the number
of gender signals (s) and token length (l) is posi-
tively correlated to the accuracy of the templates,
i.e., longer templates with more number of gender
signals lead to a larger improvement in the accu-
racy. Interestingly, the relative distance(d) of the
gender signals from the target profession token is
negatively correlated with the accuracy, highlight-
ing issues in co-reference resolution.
Takeaway. The token length and the number of
gender signals used in the template is directly re-

9The full list of gender signal keywords and values used in
the templates are described in Appendix Table 8.
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Model Target Language d s l

OPUS-MT
German(de) -0.18 0.27 0.13
French (fr) -0.16 0.26 0.15

Spanish (es) -0.20 0.23 0.06

M2M-100
German(de) -0.17 0.30 0.14
French (fr) -0.16 0.32 0.19

Spanish (es) -0.24 0.30 0.14

Table 6: Pearson correlation between the sentence ac-
curacy of the templates for each language model pairs
and various factors such as token length(l) , number of
gender signals(s) and distance of the gender signal (d)
from the profession across each language-model pair.

sponsible for its effectiveness.

3.8 What is the time complexity of the
de-biasing pipeline?

Setup. While our approach uses a simple method-
ology to de-bias translations, we understand that
iterating through 50 contexts, as we do in our exper-
iments, might seem relatively costlier in production
systems. To find the minimum size of the template
set that can still reduce the bias in translations, we
construct multiple subsets of randomly sampled
templates, each having an increasing number of
elements ranging from 5 to 50. We then perform
our evaluation using the greedy strategy to choose a
template from the given sample and evaluate it over
the WinoMT dataset. We bootstrap the experiments
100 times to ensure statistical significance.
Results. While the performance does improve with
an increase in sample size, even the smallest bin
of 5 samples performs significantly well on the
given dataset (Figure 3). Thus, we highlight that
while the performance of our approach is directly
proportional to the number of templates considered,
even smaller samples can also lead to considerable
improvements in reducing the bias in translations.
Takeaway. Inference time complexity can be re-
duced by using less number of templates while
maintaining competitive de-biasing accuracy.

4 Related Work

Several approaches to mitigate gender bias in Neu-
ral Machine Translation models have been pro-
posed in the literature. Escudé Font and Costa-
jussà (2019) de-bias pre-trained embeddings us-
ing hard de-biasing methods proposed by Boluk-
basi et al. which removes the gender associations
from the representation of English gender-neutral
words. However, the effectiveness of this approach

has been debatable (Gonen and Goldberg, 2019;
Nissim et al., 2020; Goldfarb-Tarrant et al., 2021).
Costa-jussà and de Jorge (2020) propose a fine-
tuning method using gender-balanced datasets con-
taining an equal amount of masculine and femi-
nine references and observe an improvement in the
feminine forms. Closely related to our approach,
Vanmassenhove et al. (2018) make use of gender
tags (M or F) and prepend them to the source sen-
tence during training and inference. Stanovsky et al.
(2019) propose bias reduction with addition of pro-
stereotypical adjectives. Saunders et al. (2020) ex-
plore the addition of gender tags at the word level.
However, all of these approaches require the knowl-
edge of gender metadata, which might not always
be feasible to acquire. In our work, we bypass
this limitation by using morphological taggers to
extract the gender of the target entity. Basta et al.
(2020) make use of the preceding sentence as con-
text and concatenate it to the previous sentence.
This context doesn’t ensure gender-specific infor-
mation and can be irrelevant with respect to the
gender of the target entity. In our experiments, we
find that such irrelevant contexts do not help with
the de-biasing and in fact hurt the performance in
some cases (§3.5). Contrary to this, we use rele-
vant contexts which contain information about the
gender of the target entity in the input. Our work
is, to the best of our knowledge, the first attempt in
exploring the effect of adding relevant sentences as
contexts to de-bias translations during inference.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a simple and effective ap-
proach to correct stereotypical gender associations
for occupations in translations during inference.
Specifically, we add an unambiguous context to the
input to state-of-the-art NMT models and observe
that it enables the model to fix its own gender-bias
towards gender-stereotyped occupations. Popular
NMT models, such as M2M-100 and OPUS-MT,
can effectively learn “in-context” how to correct
their own biased translations provided the relevant
context along the input. Future work could consist
of automatically choosing the correct template to
add to the model during inference, or even generat-
ing “prompts” dynamically (Shin et al., 2020).

Limitations

• Cost of iterating through template collection.
For larger models, iterating through a large set
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of templates to find the one that fixes the bias
can be a costly process. Although we do ana-
lyze the complexity of our de-biasing pipeline
in §3.8 and show that even a small set of tem-
plates can lead to significant improvement,
iterating through a larger set for improved per-
formance can be time-consuming.

• Accuracy of morph tagger. An important lim-
itation of our approach is that we rely on the
accuracy of heuristic morphological taggers
based on Stanza (Qi et al., 2020) to determine
the gender of the source and target sentences
before applying the corresponding context.
Thus, a promising future work is to develop a
robust gender extraction mechanism for effec-
tive de-biasing in complex sentence construc-
tions.

• Proxy for Gender Bias. Our approach evalu-
ates gender bias using occupation, which are
a commonly used proxy for gender in NLP
(Renduchintala et al. (2021), Stanovsky et al.
(2019), Bolukbasi et al., Sharma et al. (2021),
Zhao et al. (2018b)). We acknowledge that
this proxy might provide only a narrow view
of gender bias in the NLP domain. Future
work should investigate the removal of non-
occupation gender-biases using our methodol-
ogy.

• Applicability to only binary genders. We use
the existing gender-bias evaluation datasets
that take only binary genders (man/woman)
into consideration. Building upon this, our
approach also takes the narrow view of bi-
nary gender. Furthermore, our reliance on
US-Census-based occupations during evalu-
ation might be covering only a limited set of
occupations and stereotypes. We acknowl-
edge these limitations and advocate that fu-
ture work should consider non-binary gender
as well as intersectional identities.

Ethics Statement

Neural Machine Translation models have been
shown to exhibit gender-bias, which also impacts
their translation. Our work intends to investigate
the usage of contextual information to fix this bias
during inference. Our approach can thus contribute
to the development of translation systems that are
fairer and potentially less harmful. However, the

removal of gender bias from translation is an active
research problem, and our method can only im-
prove bias to a certain extent. Special care should
be taken while deploying NMT systems in produc-
tion such that specific, harmful biases are pruned
before they are served to the end user.
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A Appendix

A.1 Evaluation dataset details

Our evaluation was carried out on the following
datasets.

1. WinoMT - This dataset by ((Stanovsky et al.,
2019)) consists of 3888 sentences consisting
of male, female and neutral entities. For our
experiments, we filter out the neutral ones,
leading to a total of 3648 sentences with 1826
male and 1822 female entities.

2. BUG - (Levy et al., 2021) (Balanced-Bug)
is a large-scale corpus of 108K diverse real-
world English sentences, collected via semi-
automatic grammatical pattern matching to
evaluate gender bias in various coreference
resolution and machine translation models. Of
these, we consider the sentences that have a
complete overlap with the professions used in
WinoMT dataset, leading to 3290 female and
3057 male entities.

3. SimpleGEN - (Renduchintala and Williams,
2022) is a gender translation evaluation set
based on gendered noun phrases in which
there is a single, unambiguous, correct answer.
There are a total of 2664 sentences with 1260
female and 1404 male entities.

A.2 Evaluating the performance of the
heuristic morphological tagger

As described in §2, our greedy algorithm (Ac)
heavily depends on the heuristic morphological tag-
ger to extract the gender association(gX ) from the
source and from the translation (gŶ ). Our tagger
makes use of the morphological tagger provided
by Stanza (Qi et al., 2020) while using heuristics
such as the presence of gender-specific words (e.g.,
he/him in English) to predict the gender. To en-
sure that the gender predicted by this tagger is ac-
curate, we measure the accuracy of the tagger in
Table 7. We observe the accuracy of the morpho-
logical tagger is specific to the dataset, and the
performance of the same varies according to the
complexity of sentence constructions and ambi-
guity within a dataset. Thus, our morphological
tagger performs flawlessly on SimpleGen dataset,
which is not surprising given the same dataset is
constructed from artificially generated templates
and thus exhibits the least ambiguity.

Dataset Accuracy (%)
WinoMT 99.21

BUG 98.70
SimpleGen 100

Table 7: Accuracy of the custom tagger on various
datasets for English (en)

Keywords Values
f-n
m-n
f-n-pl
m-n-pl
f-sbj-prn
m-sbj-prn
f-n-sg
m-n-sg
f-pos-prn
m-pos-prn
f-obj-prn
m-obj-prn
f-ref-prn
m-ref-prn

female
male
women
men
she
he
gal, woman
guy, man
her
his
her
him
herself
himself

Table 8: Key-Value pairs used to fill the placeholders in
the templates while creating the contexts.

In some cases, we observed that the heuristic
tagger is unable to predict any gender, leading to
the label unknown (Table 7). Only a few profes-
sions (such as nurse) across particular languages
appear to be affected by this issue. On average,
we observe this issue in 5% sentences in the entire
datasets, with the highest in BUG dataset (7%). Out
of the two models, M2M-100 translations appear
to display a higher propensity for this issue. In our
experiments, these unknown labels contribute to
the error of the model, and thus our method could
be improved by the use of a better morphological
tagger in the future.

B Computational Budget

Our experiments are fairly lightweight in terms of
the compute required, as we only run inference,
and we avoid training any models. However, in-
ference in NMT is a slow process due to beam
search (we used beam size 5), and thus translating
the three datasets along with all possible contexts
requires approximately 1 day of GPU usage us-
ing two NVIDIA P100 GPUs in parallel. We use
the HuggingFace (Wolf et al., 2020) repository to
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Delimiter Model Dataset
Without Context With Context

A(%) AC(%) Aall (%) CSS CU CL

Period (.)

OPUS-MT
WinoMT 59.45 (10.34) 77.81 59.44 (12.87) 0.20 (0.29) 59.00 1.70

BUG 67.17 (19.33) 82.22 65.16 (17.58) 0.21 (0.20) 55.39 15.17
SimpleGen 60.88 (12.42) 90.29 66.18 (14.67) 0.24 (0.28) 75.94 1.06

M2M-100
WinoMT 54.9 (13.38) 80.15 58.67 (13.10) 0.21 (0.31) 57.84 0.71

BUG 56.46 (14.98) 82.54 59.65 (16.92) 0.38 (0.41) 66.27 23.70
SimpleGen 55.71 (7.76) 94.82 62.08 (11.00) 0.31 (0.69) 88.54 1.51

Hash (#)

OPUS-MT
WinoMT 59.45 (10.34) 77.52 60.31 (10.70) 0.31 (0.41) 44.67 8.13

BUG 67.17 (19.33) 82.75 67.92 (17.10) 0.19 (0.31) 48.28 8.87
SimpleGen 60.88 (12.42) 84.38 64.43 (13.12) 0.28 (0.38) 59.96 10.63

M2M-100
WinoMT 54.9 (13.38) 80.94 57.18 (9.99) 0.32 (0.40) 57.86 14.05

BUG 56.46 (14.98) 82.82 65.78 (18.39) 0.37 (0.42) 63.75 22.13
SimpleGen 55.71 (7.76) 82.90 60.11 (9.36) 0.28 (0.37) 61.71 9.65

Table 9: Results aggregated over the language pairs (EN-DE, EN-FR,EN-ES) for each model/dataset. In “Without
Context", A reflects the accuracy of correct gender associations in the translation. In “With Context", AC is the
accuracy after addition of extra-sentential context using the greedy strategy. Aall reflects the average accuracy of
correct gender associations for all templates applied to all sentences, and CSS represents the Context-Sensitivity score.
The values in bracket are the standard deviation for the corresponding metric. CU and CL represent respectively
the percentage of the biased sentences where at least one/all templates yields the correct prediction of the gender
association.

run inference on the NMT models (OPUS-MT and
M2M-100).
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Dataset Model Language
Without Context With Context

F1_Male F1_Female F1_Male F1_Female

WinoMT

M2M-100
German (de) 69.7 39.2 67.2 44.8
French (fr) 65.1 34.8 66.7 28.3

Spanish (es) 67.6 43.2 67.3 47.8

OPUS-MT
German (de) 66.7 53.0 69.5 51.4
French (fr) 69.1 34.9 70.6 38.7

Spanish (es) 66.5 51.1 66.1 48.8

BUG

M2M-100
German (de) 62.7 58.5 72.5 64.5
French (fr) 59.9 49.0 65.5 54.2

Spanish (es) 65.6 61.0 77.0 69.7

OPUS-MT
German (de) 74.9 69.7 70.6 68.5
French (fr) 62.8 58.1 67.4 59.5

Spanish (es) 78.8 73.9 77.1 76.2

SimpleGen

M2M-100
German (de) 66.8 31.4 63.8 46.1
French (fr) 67.4 33.4 67.0 49.8

Spanish (es) 71.2 39.8 71.9 53.4

OPUS-MT
German (de) 67.3 50.0 66.7 58.0
French (fr) 66.3 48.0 66.5 58.5

Spanish (es) 72.3 61.5 72.9 68.5

Table 10: F1 scores aggregated over the language pairs (EN-DE, EN-FR,EN-ES) for each model/dataset. F1_Male
and F1_Female represents the F1 scores of entities with gold label as male and female respectively. Scores before
and after adding context are labelled as "Without Context" and "With Context" respectively

A {occupation} appears in the following statement In the next sentence, there is a revered {occupation}
The {occupation} in the next sentence is alive. A well-known {occupation} is mentioned in the preceding statement.
The following statement refers to a respected {occupation} A humble {occupation} is talked about in the following statement.
In the preceding sentence there is a {occupation} who is kind. In the preceding sentence, there is a helpful {occupation}
The {occupation} in the next sentence is active. The {occupation} in the next sentence works on the weekend.
The {occupation} in the preceding sentence is talented. The {occupation} in the previous sentence is often praised by others.
The {occupation} in the following statement likes to travel. An excellent {occupation} is mentioned in the following phrase.
There is a {occupation} in the next sentence who is trustworthy. The {occupation} in the next sentence is short-tempered.
There is a loyal {occupation} in the next sentence. In the previous sentence, there is a {occupation} who paints well.
The next sentence mentions a {occupation} A {occupation} who is careful is mentioned in the previous phrase.
The {occupation} in the next sentence is energetic. There is an accomplished {occupation} in the next sentence.
The person in the next sentence is a good {occupation} The {occupation} in the next sentence will be on holiday next week.
The person in the previous sentence is a famous {occupation} The following line is about an individual who works as a {occupation}
The next sentence mentions a {occupation} who is a learned professional. The {occupation} in the following line is a nice person.
In the preceding sentence there is a funny {occupation} A German {occupation} is mentioned in the previous line.
A renowned {occupation} is mentioned in the following statement. The {occupation} in the previous sentence is fond of writing.
The {occupation} in the next sentence works hard. A {occupation} is mentioned in the previous line who has two kids.
Everyone is fond of the {occupation} in the previous sentence. The {occupation} in the next sentence likes gardening.
The {occupation} in the next sentence is afraid of dogs. The {occupation} in the following statement is a great individual.
The next sentence talks about a {occupation} who is very polite. The {occupation} in the next sentence knows Japanese.
There is a competent {occupation} in the next sentence. There is a {occupation} in the previous statement who owns a car.
The {occupation} in the next statement is smart. The {occupation} in the next sentence sings well.
The following sentence mentions a strict {occupation} The {occupation} in the preceding sentence has diabetes.
In the next sentence, there is an experienced {occupation} People talk highly about the {occupation} in the previous sentence.
The {occupation} in the next sentence is from India. The {occupation} in the previous sentence was awarded.

Table 11: Templates used for creating gender irrelevant contexts

1981



Templates used for creating contexts Amean l d s

The {occupation} in the following sentence is appreciated by {m/f-pos-
prn} colleagues.

68.82 (0.47) 11 7 1

While referring to {m/f-ref-prn}, the mentioned {occupation} uses the
pronouns {m/f-sbj-prn}/{m/f-obj-prn}.

67.77 (0.47) 11 3 1

The {occupation} in the next sentence identifies {m/f-ref-prn} using the
pronouns {m/f-sbj-prn}/{m/f-obj-prn}.

67.71 (0.43) 12 5 2

The {occupation} in the following sentence is excellent at {m/f-pos-prn}
job.

65.95 (0.48) 11 7 1

The {m/f-n} {occupation} in the next sentence is a responsible {m/f-n-sg}. 65.85 (0.48) 11 0 2
There is a {m/f-n} {occupation} in the following sentence and {m/f-sbj-
prn} is a polite {m/f-n-sg}.

65.8 (0.48) 15 0 3

The {m/f-n} {occupation} in the next sentence is valued at {m/f-pos-prn}
workplace.

65.64 (0.48) 12 0 2

The {m/f-n} {occupation} in the next sentence is a {m/f-n-sg}. 65.3 (0.48) 10 0 2
A talented {occupation} appears in the next sentence and {m/f-sbj-prn}
identifies {m/f-ref-prn} as a {m/f-n-sg}.

65.21 (0.48) 15 6 3

The {m/f-n} {occupation} mentioned in the previous sentence is excellent
at {m/f-pos-prn} job.

64.96 (0.48) 13 0 2

A {m/f-n} {occupation} is being talked about in the next sentence. 64.88 (0.48) 11 0 1
The {occupation} in the next sentence is liked by {m/f-pos-prn} cowork-
ers.

64.78 (0.48) 11 7 1

In the following sentence there is a {m/f-n} {occupation} and {m/f-sbj-
prn} is a humble {m/f-n-sg}.

64.75 (0.48) 15 0 3

In the following sentence is a {m/f-n} {occupation} and {m/f-sbj-prn} is
a polite {m/f-n-sg}.

64.54 (0.48) 14 0 3

The next sentence speaks of a {m/f-n} {occupation}. 64.49 (0.48) 8 0 1
The next sentence talks about a {m/f-n} {occupation}. 64.45 (0.48) 8 0 1
The {occupation} in the following sentence is the best among {m/f-pos-
prn} peers.

64.4 (0.48) 12 8 1

The {m/f-n} {occupation} in the previous sentence is well-known for
{m/f-pos-prn} expertise.

64.32 (0.48) 12 0 2

The preceding sentence’s {m/f-n} {occupation} is well-liked by {m/f-pos-
prn} coworkers.

64.14 (0.48) 10 0 2

The person in the following sentence is a {m/f-n} and is the only {m/f-n}
{occupation} among {m/f-pos-prn} peers.

64.13 (0.48) 18 0 2

A {m/f-n} {occupation} has been mentioned in the next sentence. 64.09 (0.48) 10 0 1
The {occupation} in the following line enjoys {m/f-pos-prn} work. 63.97 (0.48) 9 5 1
The {occupation} in the next sentence is fond of {m/f-pos-prn} job. 63.45 (0.48) 11 7 1
The preceding sentence’s {m/f-n} {occupation} is respected by {m/f-pos-
prn} colleagues.

63.39 (0.48) 10 0 2

The {occupation} in the next sentence loves {m/f-pos-prn} job. 63.38 (0.48) 9 5 1
The following statement refers to a {m/f-n} {occupation} who is valued
at {m/f-pos-prn} workplace.

63.36 (0.49) 14 0 2

There is a {occupation} in the following sentence and {m/f-pos-prn}
gender is {m/f-n}.

63.36 (0.48) 13 5 2

A confident {m/f-n} {occupation} is being spoken about in the next
sentence.

63.36 (0.48) 12 0 1

The {m/f-n} {occupation} who was mentioned in the preceeding phrase is
well-known for {m/f-pos-prn} knowledge and experience.

63.31 (0.48) 17 0 2

There is a {m/f-n} {occupation} in the next phrase, and {m/f-sbj-prn} is a
nice individual.

63.26 (0.49) 15 0 2
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Table 12 continued from previous page
Templates used for creating contexts Amean l d s

The {occupation} in the next sentence is talented and is excellent at {m/f-
pos-prn} job.

63.13 (0.47) 14 10 1

The {occupation} in the next sentence is great at {m/f-pos-prn} work. 63.08 (0.48) 11 7 1
The {occupation} in the next sentence is great at {m/f-pos-prn} job. 62.98 (0.48) 11 7 1
The person in the previous sentence is a {m/f-n-sg} and is the only {m/f-n}
{occupation} in {m/f-pos-prn} group.

62.9 (0.49) 18 0 3

The preceding sentence talks about a {m/f-n} {occupation} who loves
{m/f-pos-prn} job.

62.73 (0.49) 12 0 2

The {occupation} in the next sentence is a smart {m/f-n-sg}. 62.6 (0.48) 10 7 1
The individual in the preceding sentence is a {m/f-n-sg} and is the only
{m/f-n} {occupation} amongst {m/f-pos-prn} peers.

62.47 (0.49) 18 0 3

We are talking about a {m/f-n} {occupation} in the following sentence. 62.42 (0.49) 11 0 1
A {m/f-n} {occupation} who enjoys {m/f-pos-prn} work is described in
the previous statement.

62.37 (0.49) 13 0 2

The {occupation} in the previous sentence is respected by {m/f-pos-prn}
colleagues.

62.33 (0.49) 11 7 1

A {m/f-n} {occupation} is shown in the previous statement, and {m/f-sbj-
prn} is a proud {m/f-n-sg}.

62.23 (0.49) 15 0 2

The {occupation} in the previous sentence is known for {m/f-pos-prn}
abilities and is a {m/f-n-sg}.

62.18 (0.49) 15 7 2

In the preceding sentence is a {m/f-n} {occupation} who is valued at
{m/f-pos-prn} workplace.

62.11 (0.49) 14 0 2

The {occupation} in the previous sentence is known for {m/f-pos-prn}
skills and {m/f-sbj-prn} is a {m/f-n-sg}.

62.02 (0.49) 16 7 3

A {m/f-n} {occupation} appears in the following statement. 61.99 (0.49) 8 0 1
The next sentence talks about a {m/f-n-sg} and {m/f-sbj-prn} is a {occu-
pation}.

61.8 (0.49) 12 2 2

The following sentence is about a {m/f-n-sg} whose occupation is {occu-
pation}.

61.71 (0.49) 11 3 1

According to the previous sentence, the {m/f-n-sg} is a {m/f-n} {occupa-
tion}.

61.68 (0.49) 11 0 2

In the previous statement, a {occupation} is mentioned, and {m/f-sbj-prn}
is a {m/f-n-sg}.

61.63 (0.49) 13 3 2

In the following phrase is a modest {m/f-n} {occupation}. 61.55 (0.49) 9 0 1
In the previous line, the {occupation} is a {m/f-n} who refers to {m/f-ref-
prn} as {m/f-sbj-prn}/{m/f-obj-prn}.

61.15 (0.49) 15 2 3

In the next sentence is a {m/f-n-sg} and {m/f-sbj-prn} has been employed
as a {occupation}.

61.01 (0.49) 15 5 2

A {m/f-n} {occupation} was mentioned in the previous statement. 60.95 (0.49) 9 0 1
In the previous sentence, the {occupation} identifies {m/f-ref-prn} as a
{m/f-n-sg}.

60.95 (0.49) 11 1 2

The next line is about a {m/f-n-sg} who works as a {occupation}. 60.94 (0.49) 12 4 1
The {occupation} in the previous line is a {m/f-n-sg} of confidence. 60.87 (0.49) 11 6 1
The {occupation} in the next sentence uses the pronouns {m/f-sbj-
prn}/{m/f-obj-prn}.

60.83 (0.49) 10 7 1

A {m/f-n} {occupation} appears in the previous statement. 60.77 (0.49) 8 0 1
The previous statement {m/f-n-pl}tions a {occupation} and {m/f-sbj-prn}
is a {m/f-n-sg}.

60.72 (0.49) 11 1 2

The {occupation} in the preceding line is a trustworthy {m/f-n-sg}. 60.7 (0.49) 10 7 1
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Table 12 continued from previous page
Templates used for creating contexts Amean l d s

The mentioned {occupation} and {m/f-pos-prn} colleagues are honest
{m/f-n-pl}.

60.69 (0.49) 9 1 2

In the previous sentence the {occupation} identifies {m/f-ref-prn} as a
{m/f-n-sg}.

60.62 (0.49) 11 1 2

In the previous sentence, there is a {m/f-n} {occupation}. 60.59 (0.49) 9 0 1
The {m/f-n-sg} in the previous sentence is a responsible {occupation}. 60.43 (0.49) 10 7 1
The coworkers of the mentioned {m/f-n} {occupation} are also {m/f-n-pl}. 60.39 (0.49) 10 0 2
The previous sentence is about a {m/f-n} {occupation}. 60.31 (0.49) 8 0 1
As per the previous sentence, there is a {m/f-n} {occupation}. 60.27 (0.49) 10 0 1
The {occupation} in the next sentence is a {m/f-n-sg} and {m/f-sbj-prn}
uses the pronouns {m/f-sbj-prn}/{m/f-obj-prn}.

60 (0.49) 15 6 3

The {occupation} mentioned here is a polite {m/f-n-sg}. 59.92 (0.49) 8 5 1
The following line is about a {m/f-n-sg} who works as a {occupation}. 59.77 (0.49) 12 4 1
The following statement refers to a {m/f-n-sg} who works as a {occupa-
tion}.

59.74 (0.49) 12 4 1

The {m/f-n-sg} in the previous sentence is a sincere {occupation}. 59.61 (0.49) 10 7 1
The {m/f-n-sg} in the previous sentence is a loyal {occupation}. 59.58 (0.49) 10 7 1
There is a {occupation} in the next sentence and {m/f-pos-prn} gender is
{m/f-n}.

59.58 (0.49) 13 5 2

The preceding sentence describes a {m/f-n-sg} {occupation} who likes
{m/f-pos-prn} profession.

59.58 (0.49) 11 0 2

The {occupation} in the previous sentence identifies {m/f-ref-prn} as a
{m/f-n-sg}.

59.15 (0.49) 11 5 2

In the next sentence there is a {occupation} and {m/f-pos-prn} gender is
{m/f-n}.

59.09 (0.49) 13 1 2

The {occupation} in the previous sentence is a {m/f-n} {occupation}. 59.02 (0.49) 10 0 1
The {occupation} in the previous sentence is respected at {m/f-pos-prn}
workplace.

58.49 (0.5) 11 7 1

Here, the {occupation} is a {m/f-n-sg}. 57.9 (0.5) 6 2 1
The {occupation} in the previous sentence is a {m/f-n-sg} and {m/f-sbj-
prn} likes {m/f-pos-prn} job.

57.8 (0.5) 14 6 3

The {occupation} here is a confident {m/f-n-sg}. 56.93 (0.5) 7 4 1
The {occupation} mentioned here is a humble {m/f-n-sg}. 56.71 (0.49) 8 5 1
The correct gender of the {occupation} in the next sentence is {m/f-n}. 56.33 (0.5) 12 5 1
Here, the {occupation} is a {m/f-n-sg} and uses the pronouns {m/f-sbj-
prn}/{m/f-obj-prn}.

53.94 (0.49) 11 2 2

The gender of the {occupation} in the next sentence is {m/f-n}. 51.63 (0.49) 11 5 1
The pronouns {m/f-sbj-prn} and {m/f-obj-prn} are used by the {occupa-
tion} in the following phrase.

50.34 (0.5) 14 4 2

Table 12: List of templates used to create the contexts for our evaluation.Amean represents the accuracy for each
template (across all lang-model pairs). The values in brackets represent the corresponding standard deviation.
(l), (s), (d) represent token length, number of signals and minimum distance of a gender signal from the target
profession respectively.The templates are sorted in decreasing order of the mean sentence accuracy.
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